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with a toe-rest, f". The jack is pressed toward
the
or sectional supports dddby means
Beit known that I, ANDREW EPPLER, Jr., of ablocks
treadle-lever,
l, connected by a rod, r, with
of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State an arm, s, on the jack.
A fixed bar, t, hav- 55
of Massaghusetts, have invented certain Im ing teeth or notches, engages
with the lever l,
provements in Sole-Laying Machines, of which and holds it at any point to which
it may be
the following is a specification.
depressed
by
the
operator's
foot,
and
maintains
This invention has for its object to provide
pressure thus produced. Before pressure is
improved means for pressing an outer sole the
exerted
on the upper, the standards b b b and 6o
against a lasted upper, to cause the sole to bear their blocks
d.d. dare held in elevated positions
O closely against all parts of the portions or edges by springs iii, the blocks being then arranged
of the upper that are turned inwardly under so that the upper, in being depressed, will bear
the last, so that cement applied to the sole or to first on the block at one end, (preferably at the
the upper, or both, will cause the sole to adhere toe,) then at the center, and finally at the op- 65
properly to the upper until it can be perma posite end. This arrangement is adapted to
nently attached by nailing, stitching, or other enable
the operator to swing the sole, if de
WSe.
sired,
after
at one end, between
My invention consists, as a whole, in an or the last andittheis grasped
first
block,
d, and thus insure
ganized machine comprising a series of swiv the proper position of the sole
the other 7o
eled pads or sectional supports adapted collect parts of the last are brought towhen
bear
forcibly
ively to support the sole, and means for press on it. As the downward pressure continues
ing the lasted upper against Said supports.
blocks are depressed until shoulders on the
The invention also consists in certain details the
standards
of construction, all of which I will now proceed arm a. b come to a rigid bearing on the 75
to describe and claim.
will be seen that the support afforded by
Of the accompanying drawings forming a theItseries
25 part
of pivoted yielding-surfaced blocks
of this specification, Figure 1 represents d is one which
adapts itself readily to the curv
a side elevation of a sole-laying machine em ature of the bottom
of the lasted upper, and
bodying my invention. Fig. 2 represents a enables sufficient pressure
applied to all So
side elevation of a portion of the machine, parts thereof, the concavityto atbe the
shank re
showing the position of the sectional Supports
substantially the same degree of press
before the sole and upper are pressed fully ceiving
convex portions. Heretofore a con
against them. Fig. 3 represents an enlarged ure as the
flexible diaphragm backed by a water
section on linea ac, Fig. 1. Fig. 4 represents a tinuous
space has been employed for the same pur- 85
section
online
/
),
Fig.
3.
pose, as shown in my pending application for
35 The same letters of reference indicate the Letters Patent filed April 17, 1SS4, Serial No.
same parts in all the figures.
but it is found that the flexible sup
In the drawings, a represents a Supporting 12S,224;
port
thus
does not act equally on all
standard, having an arm, a. Fitted to slide parts of aafforded
sole
pressed
against it, Some por- go
vertically in sockets in said arm are standards tions receiving insufficient
This de
b, having their upper ends, bb, forked or U fect is entirely obviated bypressure.
the
present
im
shaped, and supported below by springs i, provement.
which normally press the standards upwardly. I do not limit myself to pressing the upper
To the ends b'b' of each standard is pivoted a and sole against the sectional supports, for the 95
block or plate, d, having ears d' d' and a cov upper may be fixed and the blocks d may be
45 ering, d, of soft vulcanized rubber or other pressed against the sole without departing
suitable yielding material. Said blocks d are from the spirit of my invention; neither do I
arranged in a series so that they will support limit myself to the employment of the springs
a sole, as shown in Figs. 1 and 4. The lasted i, for, if desired, the stapdards b may be af. IOO
upper it is secured to a jack, j, which is piv fixed to their support.
oted at lc to the standard a and provided with I claim-To aid, whon, it may concern :

an adjustable spindle, j', to enter the last, and

304,416

1. In a sole-laying machine, a sole support porting said standards, a movable jackhaving

or bearing composed of a series of yieldingsurfaced pivoted blocks or pads arranged to
press upon the sole independently of each
5 other, as set forth.
2. In a Sole-laying machine, the combination
Of
SEandof asiggsy's
or pads
jack or holder for a lastedless
up
per, as set forth.
p
Io 3. In a sole-laying machine, the combination
of a series of yielding-surfaced blocks or pads

pivoted to sliding standards b, springs i, sup-

last-supporting devices, and means, substan
tially as described, for pressing the jack to - I
ward said blocks, as set forth.
In testimony whereof I have signed my name

to this specification in the presence of two sub

scribing witnesses this 24th day of June, 1884.
ANDREW EPPLER, JR.

Witnesses:
C. F. BROWN,

A. L. WHITE.

